
LPO - PPB
Libertarian Party of Oregon

Public Policy Board

Wednesday, 10.22.2022

6:11pm via zoom

─

Attendees

Travis West

Thomas J. Busse

Marrion Skinner

Sonja Stahl (Feintech)

Peter VandenBerg

Matt Rowe

Kathryn (Katy) Brumbelow

Morey Straus

Agenda

First Meeting Actions

1. Minutes from previous meeting of 9/28 approved
- Peter moved to approve
- Marrion seconded

New Business

2. Measure 114 addressed
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- Making a flyer to address 114
- Refocusing on rules after the measure may be passed

3. What platform to use
- Email voting/discord seems to work for now

4. Bylaws/Developing a public policy platform
- Discussion

5. Addressing the fast-moving legislative items
- Endorsements, measures, legislators, laws, rules committee
- Discussion

6. Dr. Paul Thomas and the Oregon Medical Board 2202
- Motion to approve from Peter
- Sonja seconded
- Discussion occurred
- Tom called for striking clause 3
- Peter modified to approve minus 3rd clause
- Marrion seconded
- All attending voted aye with 8 votes

7. Defend the Guard Resolution brought by Ayden (absent)
- Motion from Ayden via email to vote on resolution
- Peter seconded
- Discussion
- All attending voted aye with 8 votes

8. Resolution Concerning the Death Penalty
- Discussion
- Morey proposed amendment to the resolution to include a particular statement:

“Whereas, we hold that killing a human being where there is no clear and present
danger is unjust.”

- Tom proposed an altered version of Morey’s proposed statement:
“Whereas, in accordance with the non-aggression principle we hold that killing a
human being when there is no clear and present danger is unjust.”

- Katy moved to accept Tom’s amendment
- Tom seconded
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- All voted aye
- Peter moved to accept resolution as amended
- Morey seconded
- 7 voted aye, with Matt Rowe voting nay.
- At the inquiry of Katy, Matt shared how the death penalty, when imposed a certain

way, could still be consistent with libertarian principles.

9. Peter Vandenberg left meeting, quorum upheld with 7

10. Yemen War Resolution
- Discussion

11. Adopting National Libertarian Party Platform (May 2022) but not exclusively
- Adopt a plank on “Agorism” for the LPO public policy platform
- Adopt the Libertarian Party Radical Caucus (LPRC) Platform
- Discussion led to addressing outside of meeting before next meeting
- Moving to Discord discussion

12. Process of proposals/voting between meetings for time-sensitive items
- What qualifies as time sensitive?
- Use Discord? Location, thread?
- Time frame for voting
- Moving to Discord discussion

13. Work sessions to discuss policy proposals between meetings.
- Calendar to track deadlines, meetings etc.
- Moving to Discord discussion

Meeting concluded 7:32pm


